Immigrants in the Waning Years of the Painesdale Copper Mine

By Barbara Manninen

We read and hear a lot about the immigrants who came to the Copper Country to work in the copper mines in the early years of mining, at the end of the 19th Century and early 20th Century and post WWI. However, there was another group of immigrants who came to work in the latter years of copper mining, to the Champion Mine of Painesdale, in the early 1950’s, who are not as well covered in the local history books. They were known as DPs (Displaced Persons), or refugees, from the slave labor camps in Germany after WWII, who were uprooted by the Nazi’s from Poland and other surrounding countries during the war and brought to Germany to work on farms and munitions factories, and now had no place to go back to as borders had changed during and after the war, or they were in fear of persecution if repatriated to their homelands. The Displaced Persons Act of 1948, passed by the US Congress in response to the great need to resettle the large numbers of DPs remaining in the camps, allowed for 200,000 DPs over two years to come to the US, and then amended in 1950 to increase the number to 415,000. For more information and details on these acts, see http://www.immigrationinamerica.org/464-displaced-persons-act-of-1948.html and this site http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Displaced_persons_camp

Four families of Polish descent came to Painesdale for resettlement through the sponsorship of Catholic Relief Services in the early ’50’s. Assurances were provided by the sponsoring agency, these displaced persons would be provided employment, without displacing American workers, and they would have housing. The copper mines provided the required employment and the company provided company houses for their families.

Those of us, who grew up in Painesdale and the surrounding area, remember the first days when we first became aware of the new families in town. It was awesome for some, like myself, who remember being introduced to the children in school. We didn’t speak their language and they had to learn English. I remember beautiful Alfreda, writing her name on the blackboard in the graceful, old-fashioned script they used in Germany and Poland. It was something else! We never learned to write like this. I admit to being envious of her handwriting. As children, we had no idea of what these new classmates and their families had been through. We had no personal experience of the horrors and trauma of war, or of being forcefully taken away from parents and the life they knew, the slave labor camps they endured, the uncertainty of repatriation vs resettlement decisions that their parents had to make, amidst the chaos, changing boundaries, and suspicions and distrust in the aftermath of the war, with the fear of possibly another war brought on by the new tensions arising between the Allies in the west and the Soviet Union in the east.

Continued on page 2...
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Wow! All this I’m learning, as I research the background for this article I agreed to do for the Painesdale Mine & Shaft Newsletter. A deadline to meet, yet so much more to read and discover about this time in the history of the world, WWII, the work carried on by the Catholic Relief Services and the role the Painesdale copper mine had in the unfolding of lives of four families post WWII. But as children, our first experience was meeting the new kids in town, perhaps getting to know them, wonder about them. I was so young, I don’t remember developing any real close friendships with the new classmates. It must have been very difficult for the families themselves, as “DP” was not always used in a positive way when people referred to the new comers in town.

The names of the four families that settled in Painesdale were: Wisniewski, Podkomorka, Fiszer and Pindral. Initially all the men worked in the Painesdale mine, with two moving later on to work in the White Pine Copper Mine, another one to work in the sawmill in Donken and one continuing to work in the Painesdale mine until it closed in 1967.

The U.P. Catholic, the newspaper of the Marquette Diocese, published two articles on two of the Painesdale survivors of the slave labor camps in Nazi Germany. The January 19, 2001 edition featured the life experience of Irene Wisniewski through an interview with Marcia Goodrich. The second Painesdale survivor interviewed by Marcia Goodrich, was Maria Pindral Saari, published in the February 2, 2001 edition. The Daily Mining Gazette has featured Irene Wisniewski twice. First time regarding the reunion of Irene with her mother, at the Houghton County Airport, arriving from Poland, after a separation of 19 years. Irene was snatched on the street by the Nazi’s in Poland in 1941 at the age of 14, stuffed into a cattle truck and taken to work as slave labor in Germany. Her mother didn’t know what happened to her daughter, taking months to find out. Another article on Irene was on the reunion with her sister after 57 years, in the February 1, 1969 edition of the Gazette’s Green Sheet.

Research for this article began with searching through the microfilm of the Daily Mining Gazette at the MTU archives to see what information I could glean from that source, then online sources, talking with others who might have ideas, ordering books from Amazon on the topic of DPs from 1945 to 1951, and then visiting Maria Saari, a former classmate, who was a goldmine of information, having been born in a camp in Germany in 1941, experiencing the trauma of those years in the camp, then coming to America in 1951 with her family, first to a farm in Virginia, and then to Painesdale in 1953 where her step father obtained work in the copper mine. Another source of personal information was talking with Steve Wisniewski, a son of Irene Wisniewski, who was also born in the camps, coming with his parents to Painesdale in 1952. I talked and visited Irene on occasion over the years as she shared some of her story with me at her kitchen table.

The two books that have been most helpful in filling me in on post WWII and the catastrophe and utter disarray of those years in Europe are: “DPs: Europe’s Displaced Persons, 1945-1951” by Mark Wyman and “Catholic Relief Services: The Beginning Years” by Eileen Egan. 

Editor’s Note
Do you have a story about DPs in Painesdale? Were you or one of your relatives a Displaced Person? If you have a story or memory to share, please write to us. We would be happy to put your story in a future newsletter or in our memory book at the Captain’s office for people to read.
Restorations

New Windows
Last year, we were able to complete some more restorations on the shaft house. The upper level windows have been replaced. The window replacement had been something we were working towards since our organization started. The old windows were either broken or falling apart, letting rain and snow into the shaft house. In 2012, we had the lower level windows of the shaft house replaced. Last summer, we were able to have the upper windows replaced. The new windows are replicas of the old windows, even in color. Old paint chips were used to get the color for the stain on the new windows. The attention to detail was important to maintain historical accuracy, and now the shaft house again has the beautiful windows it once had.

Accessibility
Now that the window project is completed, we are working towards addressing some accessibility issues. For some time, we have been planning on making the Captain’s office handicap accessible. The difficulty in that comes with trying to expand access while keeping the historical integrity of the building. Our current plan is to create a flat cement area in the back where people could park and get onto a flat surface. From there, a ramp would allow access to the back entrance of the Captain’s Office. The back entrance seems to be the best location for this, as there is a lower incline from the ground to the door in the back. Also, the front entrance has a small shed which would be difficult to maneuver a wheelchair through. Hopefully, this plan will allow for easy access for our handicapped guests while keeping as much of the historical accuracy of the building as possible. We hope to get started on this project this summer.

Shaft House Floor
Another project we would like to get started on is inside the shaft house. The back floor of the inside of the shaft house is in need of repair. While it is an area that we do not allow access to during tours, we would like to make sure that it is cleaned up and safe to walk through if needed.

As always, we rely on private donations to fund the restorations to the shaft house. If you would like to help, the donation form is in this newsletter.

Cookbooks
Our cookbooks are still available and can be ordered by sending a check for $15 plus shipping to Painesdale Mine & Shaft. You can also get them by contacting one of our board members, or stopping by Tina’s Katalina restaurant or the Copper Range Historical Museum in South Range.

The cookbooks feature many recipes, including ethnic recipes from the many cultures that came to work in the mines. It also features stories of life in Painesdale and the range towns when the mines were open.

Free Tours
Now that the snow is gone, we will be offering free tours by appointment. Call (906) 231-5542 to set up a time to tour the shaft house, hoist house, and Captain’s office.

See “Visitors” article for more information on tours.
We often receive comments from our members on their family ties to Painesdale, Copper Range, the Champion Shaft Houses and the Range Towns. We share these as memorials to the many everyday people who built, lived in, worked in, and died in the towns of Painesdale, Atlantic Mine, South Range, Baltic, Trimountain and Toivola. If you have comments to make, please send them to us and we will put them in future Newsletters. -- Anton J. Pintar, Treasurer

“My grandfather worked in Champion Mine in Painesdale during the winter months and operated his own farm in Obenhoff during the summer months. In 1910, he bought the property to build his home and farm from Michael Messner and built his home there the following year. At that time, he and my grandmother were living with his dad and stepmother in Atlantic Mine. Evidently, my grandfather liked the design and style of company houses that existed on Eighth Avenue in Trimountain - so much so that he took measurements of them and built an exact duplicate on his farm in Obenhoff in 1911.

I didn’t realize what he had done until sometime around 1964 when Steve Kangas and I became friends in high school. Was riding bike and stopped to see Steve - I knew his house looked strangely familiar from the outside, but when we went in and sat at kitchen table, it hit me. Everything was the same - location of windows, stairs, chimney, sink, pantry, doors, etc.

Stranger part of it is that my grandfather never actually lived in Trimountain at all. Sure must have liked the design of the houses, though.”

Brian R Juntikka, Fort Myers, FL

“My dad worked in that mine until it closed in 1946.”

Donald Mattson, South Range/Leesburg, FL

“Thank you for working to preserve the Painesdale mine. I was told this was the shaft my great-grandfather John (Juho) Ollila worked in before losing his hand in a mining accident. My family had taken my grandmother to see her old town in the ‘80’s (She was the first American born child of Finnish immigrants). She was a bit sad to see these parts of her past falling apart at the time. I came across this project while researching my family history in the Copper Country and would like to contribute in her memory.”

Tina M. Ponzetti, Gilroy, CA

“Many thanks for the pictures and information. I was enrolled in Mining Engineering at Tech from 1956-1958. Got married at Trinity Church – Houghton by Father Page in 1958 and left the area to work and finally got a Mechanical Engineering degree. I have fond memories of the Copper Country. My father-in-law was a miner from Cornwall but worked with many of his village friends in Ironwood. But my Cornish cousins have visited the Houghton-Hancock area with me. I am so sorry that I never got to Painesdale while in school but hope to in the summer. My only trophy from Painesdale Mine #3 is a large piece of copper ore that came from a Copper Range ore car.”

Harvey Barkley, Northville, MI

“I am sending you some pictures that were taken in 1957-61 in the Range-Painesdale area [see below]. I have fond memories of my days in Painesdale. I am sending PM&S a check to cover my dues. Rosalie and I would enjoy a tour when we are in the area for the Fourth.

I attended Painesdale School for the third grade only walking to school from Concord Street in the blustery winter.

I also remember helping you with your first car, a 1949 four door Ford.”

Joe Sullivan, Lake Placid, FL

---

What You Are Telling Us  By Anton Pintar

---

Become A Member/Donations

Name: __________________________

Email: __________________________

Address: ________________________

☐ $10.00  ☐ $100.00  ☐ $_____

Yearly Membership  Lifetime Membership  Other Donation

Please make checks payable to:
Painesdale Mine & Shaft, Inc.
PO Box 332 Painesdale, MI 49955
Visitors

Our mineshaft is majestic to look at from the outside. Visitors who arrange tours get to see the inside of the shaft house, the hoist house, and the Captain’s office. Visitors say that they feel like they have stepped back in time. They say it looks like the whistle blew at the end of the day, everyone went home, and it remained the way it was decades ago. This is kind of the truth. While we have done some restorations to keep the buildings intact, we make every effort to keep the original look of the buildings. Because we rely on private donations, we don’t have money to make the place look shiny and new even if we wanted to (which we don’t).

Visitors come from all over the USA and some from foreign countries. Most of our visitors come from the local area. The next largest group comes from the Lower Peninsula. The west coast visitors have come from California, Colorado, Washington, Idaho and Utah. We have had Midwest visitors from Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Ohio. The southern visitors have come from South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. We need some visitors from the northeast, come visit us! Our foreign visitors have come from Australia and South Africa. These are just the people we know of from when they have signed our visitor’s book and have given an address.

We enjoy sharing and showing our mine buildings and appreciate all of you who have shown an interest in our organization. If you would like to arrange a tour when you visit the area, call Sherri at (906) 231-5542.

PM&S lifetime members

Dale & Kathryn Sechan Adler
(by Sherry, Chris & Glenn)
Anita Andreini Ahearn
Lt. Col. Howard I. & Irma Alan
David C. & Cynthia A. Allen
Ambrosianni Foundation
Mavis Andon
William Andreini
Richard & Jean Rashleigh
Andrews
William Andrews Memory
Gary Arvo Memory
Harvey W. Barkley*
James & Mary Braton
Kurt Berge
Ray Bertolli
Marie Pierini Bianchi (dec.)
John M. & Marcia Mason Blom
Glenn & Nancy Bugni
William & Elizabeth Buhmaster
Steve & Annette Cappo Butina
Frank S. Carlton
Kayden John Carlton
Sarah M. Carlton
Steve & Sherry Chapman
Gerald Chopp
Greg Chopp
Katherine L. Cociocarelle
Dean Cole
Dr. Ward & Josephine Cole
Fred & Benita Cole
Glen & Erin Cole
Fred Cole Memory
Henry Combellauck Memory
Corinne Chaput Coombe
Copper Range Historical Society
Ann M. Pintar Cote (dec.)
William & Julie Cowling (dec.)
Alex DeForge
Virgil Del Chingaro
Mary Gibbs Deloria
Carl & Jane Dragovich (dec.)
DSS & A Div., SLHTS
James & Marie Coombe
Dunstan
Dominic & Susan Feira
Mayme E. Franti
Dan & Dee Frost
Debbie Sergey Gagnon
Carol Genutis
Anita J. Wittanen Gerich
James Teague & Diane Gourd**
Janet K. Gregorich
Mary Gregorich (dec.)
Rudy & Ann Gregorich Memory
Thomas Gregorich Memory
Michael C. Grovenevid
Janet Kompi Hackhardt
Philip R. Haensgen
Carolyn Haines
Jane Hall
John C. & Susan R. Hall
Julie Hayrynen
Kathy L. Hayrynen
Audrey Coombe Herborn
Francis Goodell Hoffman
Philip & Diane Maki Holappa
Bennie & Corinne Holm
Christian Holomobo
Kathy Huong
Ken & Geraldine Hutchinson
Max & June Ingersoll
Gale Erickson Iskra
Martie Iskra
Virginia Jamison
Allan & Mary Ann Mitzi Kayes Johnson
Philip Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Julio
Shirley Rinkinen Jutila
Donald Kaiponen
Philip D. Kangas
Sharon Karpinnen (dec.)
James Katalin (dec.)
John K. Katalin, Sr. (dec.)
Ronald K. Kaupilla
Conrad Kaupilla (dec.)
Bessie Kayles
Gust Kenny Memory
Daniel A. Kessler
Randy & Linda Kessler
Reino Keto
Peter Kinnunen Memory
Ted Kokko Memory
Diane J. Koskela*
Rueben Kovala
David J. Krause
Edith Kuopus
Lucie Garnero Plowe Kuras
Craig B. & Jeanne K. Kurtz
Gregory W. Kyle
Kathryn Land
Janet H. Larson
Roger & Wanda Larson
John J. Lawrey
John M. & Karla J. Lawton
Craig C. Lazzeri
R. D. Learmost
Anna Kerttu Lehmann
Peter A. & Marian C. LeMere
Bruce & Peggy Isaacson
Letevonew
Steven C. Leuthold Family Foundation
Mary C. Lewis
Duffy & Bill Liddicoat
Wilma Lindberg (dec.)
Julia Pintar MacMillan (dec.)
James & Barbara Manderfield
Peter (dec.) & Kathryn Mariconi
Diodama B. Mason (dec.)
Valmer & Pearl Mattila (dec.)
David C. & Beatrice Meyers
Felix & Lois Mickus
Albert J. Mickus (dec.)
Isabel Middendorf
Kenneth D.Chick, Midnight
Pocatelto Yordmasters
Janice M. Mikkola
Marcia Miller
Cynthia J. Mills
Paul & Julie Pintar Mohar
Bob & Carolyn Musser
Diana Musser
Peter & Mary Nelli
Dale & Linda Nicholls
Marlene D. Nordstrom
Northern Hardwoods
George A. & Brenda J. Nounsianen
William Howard & Sada Sarah
Seargent Paine O’Brien
Paul & Joyce Ollila
Anthony L. & Judith E. Olson
F. Ward & Mary P. Paine
Mrs. William A. Paine
Dennis & Karen Palmer
George Parrish
John Pastore*
Harold Pelloslama (dec.)
Robert J. Pemberton
Frank & Margaret Perlich
John J. Perlich
Christine & Dennis Perry
Darryl & Marcelline A. Perry
Mr. & Mrs. Rodney K. Perile
Arlene Peterson
Douglas Peterson
Raymond & Janice Peterson
Lillian Hall Pinch
Chester & Debliese Brandt
Pindral
Marilyn F. Pinkerton
Anton J. Pintar
Douglas J. Pintar*
James & Jenness (dec.) Pintar
Robert & Sandra Rantamaki
Pintar
Thomas Pintar
Post #1291 Portage VFW
Joe & Elaine Putrich
Ralph Raffaelli Memory
Range Lions Club
Dorothy Coombe Reeser
Donald J. Richards
John Ritola
Ruth Salo Roberts
Thomas C. Roberts
Richard A. & Judith D. Rosseng
Bessie Stevens Roy (dec.)
Thomas Rozich
Frank & Jackie Russo
Robert & Ruth
Peter Schierich
Carl & Marlene Hovey Sechan
Stuart & Ruby Selesky
Joseph Sergey
Greg & Kelly Shea
Clarence Sibilsky
Jack E. Siirila
Dr. Brad J. & Brandi Uren
Emily Vettori
William E. Vettori
Norma Vezzetti (dec.)
Harold & Evelyn Vincent
William & Jean Vincent, Jr
John F. Wahlers
June D. Tapani Waisanen
Elaine Wildman
Francis & Carol Willmes
William R. & Karen L. Winter
Irene Kangas Woldring
Milan C. Wolf
Irene Kangas Woldring
William R. & Karen L. Winter
Irene Kangas Woldring
Milan C. Wolf
Bonnie Wolff
Steven & Joy Yambor
Geoffrey Yandil
Arnold David Ypparila
* New Life Member
** Inadvertently Omitted from Previous Lists
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